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Why study tidal tails of star clusters?

• dynamically cold, compact, long-lived, extended (e.g. Carlberg 2009)

• probe the Galactic potential out to large radii (e.g. Koposov et al. 2010)

• dissolution diary (e.g. Koch et al. 2004)

• can have significant influence on the appearance of the cluster!

(Picture taken from Sueddeutsche.de, 30.03.07, „Da steckt eine interessante Geschichte dahinter!“)



Most prominent example: Palomar 5

to the Galactic center, that is, those points where a force bal-
ance between the internal field of the cluster and the external
tidal field exists. They are likely to pass these points with
small relative velocity because the internal velocity disper-
sion in the cluster is low, in particular in low-mass clusters
such as Pal 5 (!los < 0.7 km s!1; Paper II). Subsequently, the
debris is decoupled from the cluster and behaves like a
swarm of test particles that are radially o!set from the clus-
ter and released with almost the same Galactocentric veloc-
ity vector as the cluster. In the framework of the above
model and the ideal case of zero velocity dispersion, this
means that the cluster and its debris are on confocal orbits
that are equal up to radial scaling but have di!erent angular
velocities and thus exhibit azimuthal shear.

If the separation "’ between the azimuth angles of the
shifted and the unshifted particle (i.e., between a debris star
and the cluster) is small, the relation between "’ and the
time Dt since the release of the shifted particle can be
expressed in a simple formula. Provided that "’ is small
enough to ensure that the Galactocentric distance #R along
the orbit of the shifted particle, and hence its angular
velocity, which is L/#R2, can be considered as being
approximately constant over "’, it follows that
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Here "t means the time lag that corresponds to "’, for
which equation (6) yields "t = (# ! 1)Dt. Note that
equation (7) is independent of the value of the circular
velocity vc of the potential. The relation shown in
equation (7) is very useful because it provides a key for
estimating the mass-loss rate of the cluster (see x 6).

5.2. Local Orbit and Tangential Velocity

We now describe what observational constraints we have
on the cluster’s local orbit, that is, its orbit near the present
position of the cluster and the location of its tails. Adopting
d = 23.2 kpc (Harris 1996) for the heliocentric distance of
Pal 5 and R& = 8.0 kpc for the distance of the Sun from the
Galactic center, we derive the position of Pal 5 in the Galaxy
as (x, y, z) = (8.2, 0.2, 16.6) kpc. Here x, y, and z denote
right-handed Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates, with y
being parallel to the Galactic rotation of the local standard
of rest and z pointing in the direction of the northern Galac-
tic pole. In other words, the Sun has coordinates
(!8.0, 0.0, 0.0) in this system. From the above position of
Pal 5 it follows that the inclination between the line of sight
and the orbital plane of the cluster must be '18(. On the
other hand, our view of the orbital plane cannot be entirely
edge-on, because Figure 3 clearly shows the S-shaped
bending of the tidal debris near the cluster. This feature
obviously reflects the opposite radial o!sets between the
two tails and the cluster. Considering the orientation of this
S feature and the perspective of the observer, we infer that
the orbit of the cluster (in projection on the plane of the sky)
must be located east of the northern tail and west of the
southern tail (referring to the equatorial coordinate system
used in Fig. 3).

The simple model from x 5.1 tells us that the tidal debris
should be on similar orbits as the cluster if velocity
di!erences can be neglected. Taking into account the local
symmetry of the tidal field, the limited range in azimuth
angle ’ covered by the observations, and the relatively small

angle between the orbital plane and the line of sight, one
thus expects the o!sets between the tails and the orbit of the
cluster in projection on the tangential plane of the observer
to be constant and of equal size on both sides of the cluster.
An additional argument for this assumption is that the tails
show a constant width, that is, the projection does not
reveal that they become wider as a function of angular dis-
tance from the cluster. If the mean (projected) separation
between the tidal debris and the orbit of the cluster were
increasing with angular distance from the cluster, one would
expect to see the tails become wider, which is not the case.
Therefore we continue the analysis under the assumption
that the cluster’s projected orbit runs parallel to the two
tails.

First of all, this sets a tight constraint on the direction of
the cluster’s velocity vector in the tangential plane. The tails
imply that the tangential motion of the cluster has a position
angle of 231( ) 2( with respect to the direction pointing to
the northern equatorial pole, and 280( ) 2( with respect
to Galactic north (see Fig. 8). The orientation of this angle
(i.e., P.A. = 280( and not P.A. = 100() follows when taking
into account the direction to the Galactic center. Figure 9
shows the surface density map of the tails on a grid of
Galactic celestial coordinates (l cos b, b), where l is Galactic
longitude and b Galactic latitude. Since the Galactic center
(l = 0(, b = 0() lies to the bottom of this plot, the tail that
points to the right (also called the southern tail), must be the
one at smaller Galactocentric distance, which is thus lead-
ing, and the tail that points to the left (also called the
northern tail) be the more distant one, which trails behind.
This means that the cluster is in prograde rotation about
the Galaxy, in agreement with indications from di!erent
measurements of its absolute proper motion (Schweitzer,
Cudworth, & Majewski 1993; Scholz et al. 1998; K. M.
Cudworth 1998, unpublished, cited in Dinescu, Girard, &
van Altena 1999).

Next we consider whether the observed part of the stream
is long enough to see a deviation from straight-line motion.

Fig. 9.—Tails and local Galactic orbit of Pal 5 plotted in Galactic
coordinates (l cos b, b). Projections of four di!erent orbits, all with tangent
toward position angle 280( at the center of the cluster, are overplotted on
the contour map of Fig. 3. Long-dashed line: Straight-line (i.e., unacceler-
ated) motion. Solid line: Locally best-fitting orbit in a radial field of
constant acceleration a = (220 km s!1)2/18.5 kpc. Here the cluster has a
tangential velocity of vt = 95 km s!1 (Galactic rest frame, but viewed from
the position of the Sun). Dashed and dash-dotted lines: Orbits in the same
field, but with vt = 110 km s!1 and vt = 80 km s!1, respectively. Note that a
logarithmic potential with circular velocity vc = 220 km s!1 instead of the
a = const field yields projected local orbits that are practically identical to
those shown above.
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Example No. 2: NGC 5466
L18 GRILLMAIR & JOHNSON Vol. 639

Fig. 1.—Smoothed, summed weight image of the SDSS field after subtraction of a low-order surface fit. Darker areas indicate higher surface densities. The
image is the sum of weight images generated independently using the and color pairs. NGC 5466 is indicated by the open square at R.A., decl. p! ! ! !g ! r g ! i

(211.36, "28.54), while the location of NGC 5272 (R.A., decl. p 205.55, "28.38) is shown by the open diamond. The weight image has been smoothed with
a Gaussian kernel of full width 1!. The irregular southern border is defined by the limits of SDSS DR4. The faint, parallel features in the northeastern corner
trace the edges of individual SDSS scans and are presumably due to variations in sensitivity and completeness at faint magnitude levels. The putative tidal stream
of NGC 5466 extends from the southeastern corner of the image to roughly R.A., decl. p (180, 42).

been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of full width .j p 1!
A low-order, polynomial surface was fitted and subtracted from
the image to remove large-scale gradients due to the Galactic
disk and bulge. We note that there are discernible features
running parallel to the SDSS scan directions (or “stripes”),
particularly in the northeastern quadrant. These are artifacts
introduced by variations in seeing and transparency from one
stripe to the next. If we limit our analysis to stars brighter than

, these features largely disappear. However, to improve!g p 20
our signal-to-noise ratio, we maintain a faint magnitude cutoff
of and disregard features that mimic the scan pattern!g p 22
of the survey.

3. DISCUSSION

Extending "3! to the southeast of the NGC 5466 and 2! to
the northwest are fairly strong concentrations of stars that are
obviously connected to the cluster. These are the features re-
cently reported by Belokurov et al. (2005). Although these tidal
arms show little evidence of the S shape characteristic of weak
tidal stripping, this would be consistent with our current view-
ing location very nearly in the plane of NGC 5466’s orbit.
Extending "15! from NGC 5466 toward the southeast and "30!
to the northwest is an almost linear feature that cuts across
several scan stripes. The feature is 1!–2! wide along most of
its discernible length. This width is similar to that observed in
the tidal tails of Pal 5 and in agreement with the expectation
that stars stripped from globular clusters should have a very
low velocity dispersion. The stream is not associated with the
Sagittarius dwarf debris stream, which runs roughly parallel to
the current feature but is much broader and lies 20! to the south
of the field shown in Figure 1.
The stream is not a product of our dereddening procedure;

careful examination of the reddening map of Schlegel et al.

(1998) shows no correlation between this feature and the ap-
plied reddening corrections. To be certain, we reran our
matched-filter analysis using the original data uncorrected for
reddening. Although less strong, the feature in Figure 1 remains
quite apparent.
The stream is also not due to confusion between galaxies

and stars at faint magnitudes. We have filtered the SDSSGalaxy
catalog over the same field area in a manner identical to that
used for objects classified as stars. There is indeed evidence
of confusion in that there is an obvious concentration of “gal-
axies” within a few arcminutes of the center of NGC 5466.
However, there is no concentration of galaxies coincident with
the extended feature in Figure 1.
At its southeastern end, the stream appears to be truncated

by the limits of the available data. On the northwestern end,
the stream becomes indiscernible westward of R.A. p 180!.
Based on the proper motion (Odenkirchen et al. 1997) and
assumed orbit of the cluster (see below), the northwestern end
of the current tidal stream should be roughly a factor of 2
farther away from us than the cluster itself. In an attempt to
trace the stream still farther westward, we reapplied the
matched filter after shifting the NGC 5466 color-magnitude
sequence fainter by 1.5 mag. However, no evidence for a con-
tinuing stream could be detected using the present analysis.
While it is conceivable that we are seeing the physical end of
the stream (and therefore the very first stars to be stripped from
NGC 5466), it seems more likely that our failure to trace the
stream any farther simply reflects increasing contamination by
field stars at fainter magnitudes and the reduced power of the
optimal filter.
In Figure 2 we show the locations of "150 stars with colors

and magnitudes that would put them on the blue end ( !g !
) of NGC 5466’s horizontal branch. While the statistics!r ! 0

The tidal tails of NGC 5466 753

Figure 5. Mass loss of NGC 5466 in the DB potential (left-hand panel), in the ML potential (middle panel), and in the ML potential with the revised proper

motions (right-hand panel).

Figure 6. Contour plots of the tails (the model contours have logarithmic spacing). The solid green line shows the actual orbit, and the red circle shows the size

of the actual tidal radius. Top left-hand panel: observations using SDSS by Belokurov et al. (2006a). Top right-hand panel: simulation using the DB potential.

Lower left-hand panel: ML potential. Lower right-hand panel: ML potential combined with the revised proper motion. The tidal tails in the ML potential are

more prominent than those in the DB potential due to the higher mass loss. In all models, tails and orbit (solid green line) are almost aligned. In both the top

right-hand and bottom left-hand cases, the very inner tails are closer to the Galactic Centre in the leading arm and away from the Galactic Centre in the trailing

arm. This is the other way round in the observations. In the lower right-hand panel, the revised choice of proper motions in equation (11) is used. Now the tails

are a better match to the observations (compare the tails close to the cluster with the dashed line, which shows the ‘old’ orbital path).

in declination than the values given in the literature (e.g. Dinescu

et al. 1999) to match the observed misalignment. We confirm this

result by running another simulation with slightly changed proper

motions, namely

µ! cos " = !4.7 mas yr!1

µ" = 0.42 mas yr!1.
(11)

This orbit gives a perigalacticon of 5.9 kpc and an apogalacticon of

57.5 kpc. Although the change in proper motion does not make a

significant difference to the mass-loss rate, as shown in the right-

hand panel of Fig. 5, it does improve the match with the location of

the observed tidal streams much better, including the misalignment.

In the lower right-hand panels of Fig. 6, we see that the inner parts

of the leading tails are now slightly below the old proper motion

vector, whilst the inner parts of the trailing tails are now slightly

above.

4.2 The tail densities and extent

Fig. 7 shows all-sky views of the tidal tails, together with den-

sity profiles obtained by counting particles. The surface density of

the tidal tails falls off along the innermost tails very steeply and

stays at a very low density of 20!50 M" deg!2 throughout the

tails. These low densities are very hard to detect, even in surveys

like SDSS. Grillmair & Johnson (2006) found long, almost linear

and very tenuous tidal extensions to NGC 5466 using a matched

filter. Although these extensions are hard to see in the SDSS data,

they do receive some support from the simulations presented here.

The tails of our model with the revised proper motion extend over

#100$ on the sky. Grillmair & Johnson (2006) claim that the aver-

age density of the tails is about 10–20 stars deg!2, which is also in

good agreement with out estimate. Interestingly, at the point where

Grillmair & Johnson (2006) start to lose track of the leading arm,

C% 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C% 2007 RAS, MNRAS 380, 749–756

Belokurov et al. (2006)

 Grillmair & Johnson (2006)
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Third example: GD-1 streamL18 GRILLMAIR & DIONATOS Vol. 643

Fig. 1.—Smoothed, summed weight image of the SDSS field after subtrac-
tion of a low-order polynomial surface fit. Darker areas indicate higher surface
densities. The weight image has been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with

. The white areas are either missing data, clusters, or bright stars thatj p 0!.2
have been masked out prior to analysis.

timally filtered the , , , and star! ! ! ! ! ! ! !g ! u g ! r g ! i g ! z
counts independently and then co-added the resulting weight
images. In Figure 1 we show the final, combined, filtered star
count distribution, using a filter matched to the color-magnitude
distribution of stars in NGC 6205 (M13). The image has been
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with . A low-order,j p 0!.2
polynomial surface has been subtracted from the image to ap-
proximately remove large-scale gradients due to the Galactic
disk and bulge.

3. DISCUSSION

Quite obvious in Figure 1 is a long, remarkably smooth,
curving stream of stars, extending over . On140! ! a ! 220!
the sky, the stream runs in an almost straight line through the
whole of Ursa Major and Leo Minor, ending in Cancer and
spanning a total of 63!. The stream is most evident when we
use a filter that is matched to the color-magnitude distribution
and luminosity function of stars in M13, although shifted faint-
ward by 0.2 mag. Optimal filters based on the other seven
globular clusters in DR4 did not yield the level of contrast that
we see in Figure 1. The stream is easily visible in each indi-
vidual color pair, including . There may be a second,! !g ! u
more diffuse feature with about 3! to the north174 ! a ! 200
of the stream, but we defer analysis of this feature to a future
paper.
The stream is not a product of our dereddening procedure;

careful examination of the reddening map of Schlegel et al.
(1998) shows no correlation between this feature and the applied
reddening corrections. The maximum values of areE(B! V )
"0.03, with typical values in the range 0.01–0.02 over the length
of the stream. Rerunning the matched filter analysis without
reddening corrections yielded little more than a slight reduction
in the apparent strength of the stream.
We also ran our optimum filter against the SDSS DR4 galaxy

catalog to investigate whether the stream could be due to con-
fusion with faint galaxies. (Such a structure in the distribution
of galaxies would be no less interesting than a stellar stream
of these dimensions!) However, we found no feature in the
filtered galaxy counts that could mimic the stream apparent in
Figure 1.
At its southwestern end, the stream is truncated by the limits

of the available data. We attempted to trace the stream in the
portion of DR4 with but could find no convincing0! ! d ! 10!
continuation. Plausible orbits for the stream (see below) predict
a fairly narrow range of possible paths across this region and
generally a rather sharp increase in Sun-stream distance. We
attempted to recover the stream by shifting our filter from!1.0
to "3.0 mag, but to no avail. A continuation of the stream
may well be there, but the power of the matched filter is sig-
nificantly reduced as the bulk of the main sequence drops below
the survey data’s 50% completeness threshold. Combined with
the rapid rise in the number of contaminating Galactic disk
stars in this region, there appears to be little chance of recov-
ering the stream until much deeper surveys become available.
On the northeastern end, the stream becomes indiscernible

beyond R.A.p 220!. We attempted to enhance the northeastern
end of the stream by shifting the filter to both brighter and
fainter magnitudes, but again to no avail. Experiments in which
we inserted artificial stellar streams with surface densities sim-
ilar to those observed in Figure 1 revealed that they too largely
vanished beyond R.A. p 220!. Hence, while it is conceivable
that we are seeing the physical end of the stream, it is equally
possible that our failure to trace the stream any further reflects

once again the rapidly increasing contamination by field stars
at lower Galactic latitudes.
Sampling at several representative points, the stream appears

to be 30! wide (FWHM) on average. This width is similar to
those observed in the tidal tails of the globular clusters Pal 5
and NGC 5466 (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006; Grillmair & John-
son 2006). On the other hand, the width is much narrower than
the tidal arms of the Sagittarius dwarf (Majewski et al. 2003;
Martinez-Delgado et al. 2004; one of which runs along the
southern edge of the field shown in Fig. 1). This suggests that
the stars making up the stream have low random velocities and
that they were probably weakly stripped from a relatively small
potential. Combining this with a location high above the Ga-
lactic plane (see below) suggests that the parent body is or was
a globular cluster.
Integrating the background-subtracted, weighted star counts

over a width of "0!.8, we find the total number of stars in the
discernible stream to be . As is evident in Figure 1,1800" 200
the surface density of stars fluctuates considerably along the
stream. For stars with , the average surface density is!g ! 22.5

stars deg!2, with occasional peaks of over 70 stars deg!2.25" 5

3.1. Distance to the Stream

The power of the matched filter resides primarily at the main-
sequence turnoff and below, where the luminosity function
increases rapidly and the stars lie blueward of the bulk of the
foreground population. The blue horizontal branch can generate
much higher weights per star, but the typical numbers of
horizontal-branch stars in any likely progenitor are too low to
account for such a continuous and well-populated stream (e.g.,
Grillmair & Johnson 2006). Assuming that our filter is indeed
beating against the main sequence of the stream population,
we can use the filter response to estimate distances. We have
attempted to extract the color-magnitude distribution for the
stream stars directly, but contamination by foreground stars is
so high as to make differentiation between stream and field
distributions highly uncertain.
Varying the shift applied to the M13 matched filter from

!0.3 to "0.7 mag, we measured the background-subtracted,
mean weighted star counts along the stream in the regions

, , and . We140! ! a ! 154! 154! ! a ! 180! 180! ! a ! 220!
also measured a 1! segment centered on the strongest concen-
tration of stream stars at (R.A, decl.)p (144!.1, 30!.3). To avoid
potential problems related to a difference in age between M13
and the stream stars, we used only the portion of the filter with

 Grillmair & Dionatos (2006)

63 deg



How can we find tidal tails of star clusters?

How do they form?

How do they evolve with time?

So, how can we find them?

Stars evaporate from the cluster through the 

Lagrange points

X

The orbital phase has strong influence on the 

surface density and the appearance of the tails
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So, how can we find them?

Stars evaporate from the cluster through the 
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How can we find tidal tails of star clusters?



Most star clusters are on Galactic orbits with orbital 
time scales of 150-300 Myr
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Most stars evaporate with low velocities through the 
Lagrange points from the cluster
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Most stars evaporate with low velocities through the 
Lagrange points from the cluster
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Due to the Coriolis & centrifugal force evaporated 
stars move on epicyles along the tails

3πRJ

Capuzzo Dolcetta et al. (2005)
Küpper et al. (2008, 2010)
Just et al. (2009)



Epicyclic movement leads to over- and 
underdensities within the tails Tidal Tails of Star Clusters 7

Figure 2. Number distribution of stars along the tidal tails in
bins of 25 pc (upper panel) and corresponding mean velocities
of the stars within the bins (with respect to the orbital velocity
of the cluster, eq. 5) for the cluster in the point-mass galactic
potential (discussed in Sec. 3.2). The snapshot was taken when
the cluster had a mass of about 16300 M! at t = 2.0 Gyr, which
means a theoretical tidal radius of roughly xL = 33 pc and a
predicted distance of the first-order overdensity of 1250 pc. Error
bars in the upper panel are Poisson errors and in the lower panel
they show the velocity dispersion within the corresponding bin
(eq. 6).

or for orbits lying in the plane of symmetry, i.e. for orbits in
the disk, for which the component of the angular momen-
tum perpendicular to the disk is conserved. Nevertheless,
even for the orbits which do not lie in the plane of symme-
try the equation is valid to a su!cient degree of accuracy
because the variation of the total angular momentum is only
of order 10%.

3.2 Point-mass galaxy, circular orbit

The step from a cluster consisting of single-mass stars to a
multi-mass cluster is necessary, although no deviation from
the theoretical predictions of KMH is expected, since the so-
lutions to the equations of motion of stars leaving a cluster
through its Lagrange points (equations 4-6 therein) do not
depend on the masses of the stars. The only thing to check is
whether the evaporative escape conditions are still fulfilled.
But, as discussed in KMH, in constant tidal fields this con-
dition is better fulfilled the more stars there are within the
cluster, and here we are dealing with 64k stars compared to
N = 1000 in KMH. Furthermore, Just et al. (2009) already
proved the formation of epicyclic over- and underdensities
for this kind of cluster. Nevertheless, we perform this exper-
iment to confirm our methodology.

Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the system at t = 2.0 Gyr
when the cluster has a bound mass of about 16300 M!, i.e. a
tidal radius of 33 pc. The cluster clearly shows overdensities
at the predicted positions of about yC = ±12!xL ! 1250 pc
and even shows signs of the second- and third-order overden-
sities at ±2yC and ±3yC respectively (which are not visible

Figure 3. Mass evolution of the clusters at an initial galacto-
centric distance of 8.5 kpc. Here M is the mass inside radius
xL, determined using equation 10. The reference cluster is the
most unperturbed and therefore survives for the longest time.
The point-mass model compares well with the reference model
since they have the same concentration and are both not subject
to tidal variations. The cluster with the inclined orbit (Sec. 3.5)
shows the slight influence of disk shocks, which are rather neg-
ligible at a galactocentric radius of 8.5 kpc for a cluster of the
given concentration. On the contrary, eccentric orbits (Sec. 3.4)
significantly decrease a cluster’s lifetime. Also visible from the
figure is the fact that for all models mass-loss takes place rather
smoothly and does not happen in steps. Moreover, the e!ect of
the pericentre dips of the tidal radius on the bound mass can be
seen, but it shows that most stars get recaptured by apocentre.

in the plot because the plotted range of y is restricted to
facilitate comparison with similar plots for other clusters).
Also the orbital velocity with respect to the cluster in the
lower panel of Fig. 2 clearly shows the predicted signal of
periodic acceleration and deceleration. Moreover, the aver-
age orbital velocity in this figure is in good agreement with
the predictions of eq. 20, yielding an average orbital velocity
of about v = ±1.7kms"1 with respect to the cluster for the
values of " and xL given in the caption of Fig. 2.

From this figure we can also see that most escaping stars
have a velocity which is larger than the escape velocity, by
the following argument. Eq. 8 gives the distance of the first
epicyclic loop for a star which passes the Lagrange point
with vanishing velocity; this distance is about 1250 pc in
Fig. 2. If a star has an excess velocity, v, at the moment of
escape then the length of the epicycle increases (see eq. 22
in Just et al. 2009) as

yC = ±4!"
"

!
1 " 4"2

"2

"#
xL +

v
2"

$
. (22)

In Fig. 2 the first epicyclic maximum is at about 1500 pc.
This is consistent with eq. 22 if we assume that the average
excess velocity is about 0.34 km/s.

c! 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Epicyclic movement can be observed in simulations
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Why do we see long tidal tails of only a few globular 
clusters, shouldn‘t they all have extended tails?

How do they form?

How do they evolve with time?

So, how can we find them?
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For circular cluster orbits the structure of tidal tails is 
linked to tidal radius

 Küpper et al. (2010)
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But most globular clusters move on eccentric orbits
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Still we see the formation of epicyclic overdensities
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On eccentric orbits the epicyclic trajectories get 
distorted due to the accelerated rest frame
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Overdensities are close to the cluster in 
apogalacticon and far away in perigalacticon10 A.H.W. Küpper, P. Kroupa, H. Baumgardt and D.C. Heggie

Table 2. Parameters for the formalism described in Sec. 2.5 for
the models at 8.5 kpc distance. The first two columns are taken
from Table 1, whereas R gives the mean galactocentric radius, V
is the mean orbital velocity of the cluster and !t is the estimate
of the time di"erence between the cluster and the first-order over-
density reaching the same phase of the orbit on their orbit about
the galaxy as derived in Section 2.5.

incl [deg] ! R [kpc] V [kms!1] !t [Myr]

0 0.00 8.50 220 1.72
0 0.25 6.99 214 1.58
0 0.50 6.22 202 1.61
0 0.75 5.94 188 1.76
90 0.04 8.93 204 2.01

cluster. This is due to the mean drift velocity of the stars
along the tidal tails (eq. 17). Comparing vC for the two
clusters we see that, while the escaping stars of the cluster
in the point-mass potential have a mean drift velocity of
about 5 kms!1, the tail stars of the reference cluster move
with only about 2 kms!1 along the tail, i.e. the tail is denser
on average because the mass-loss rate of both clusters is
approximately the same (see Fig. 3). This implies that the
tails of the reference cluster, and especially its overdensities,
would be much easier to observe.

Fig. 7 shows a time series of the number distribution
along the tidal tails. In this figure the cluster is omitted to
allow a larger dynamical range in the representation of the
number density of the tails. The first- and second-order over-
densities can be seen with distances decreasing slightly with
time as the mass, and hence the tidal radius, of the system
monotonically decreases. There is also an initial transient
overdensity, which propagates rapidly away from the cluster
at small times. This is due the initial presence of “primordial
escapers” (Sec.3.1), and is an artefact of the initial condi-
tions. But it is an interesting feature, as it illustrates how
very di!erently the overdensities evolve if they are due to a
single pulse of mass loss.

3.4 Milky-Way potential, eccentric orbits

We study the influence of pericentre passages on the forma-
tion of tidal tails by using eccentric orbits, but remain within
the disk in order to avoid disk shocks. The eccentricities, !,
of the chosen orbits are 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, where

! =
Rapo ! Rperi

Rapo + Rperi
. (26)

The clusters start at a radius of 8.5 kpc and have an ini-
tial velocity which is reduced by a corresponding amount
compared to the circular velocity, and hence 8.5 kpc is their
apocentre distance. The corresponding values of Rperi can
be found in Table 1.

3.4.1 Internal evolution

The clusters computed in this way dissolve faster than the
reference cluster (Fig. 3), which is expected, because the
more eccentric the orbit the stronger is the average tidal
field (Baumgardt & Makino 2003). Furthermore, for an ec-
centricity of 0.25 there are already small periodic wobbles,
which are visible in Fig. 3 and which grow with increasing !.

Figure 9. Distance of the first-order epicyclic overdensity, yC ,
estimated with the formalism described in Sec. 2.5 for the eccen-
tric orbits at 8.5 kpc. The corresponding values of R, V and !t
can be found in Table 2. The values for the velocity V and the
acceleration A on the cluster were extracted from our computa-
tions in time steps of 10 Myr. For comparison the value of the
reference cluster is also shown. On eccentric orbits the distance
yC starts oscillating about a mean value, where the amplitude of
the oscillations increases with increasing eccentricity. The mass
of the cluster in this plot is fixed to the initial mass of 20000
M". If mass loss was taken into account the mean value as well
as the amplitude of the oscillations would decrease with time.
The predictions made within this figure can be compared with
the N-body results in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. (We can also see from
this figure that, unlike in a Keplerian potential, the period of
the orbits decreases with increasing eccentricity. This further in-
creases the e"ect of higher eccentricities on the internal cluster
evolution.)

These are due to the periodically changing value of the tidal
radius xL, which is smallest at pericentre, and this sets loose
a fraction of stars, of which most are recaptured by apoc-
entre. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, due to this recapture,
stars are not lost in a pulse during a pericentre passage: the
mass curve rather follows a smooth line (if the pericentre
dips are neglected), and not a series of steps.

This behaviour, in which we follow the mass within the
tidal radius calculated using eq. 10, is very di!erent from
the behaviour found by Dehnen et al. (2004) (their fig. 4),
who included only stars lying within the initial tidal ra-
dius for the computation of internal quantities of the clus-
ter, such as the total mass. Their approach suggests that
stars are lost in pulses during pericentre passages or disk
shocks, which is in strong contrast with our finding. Di!er-
ences in the initial conditions, orbital parameters, galactic
model and even computational method all have a role in this
comparison. We note, however, that recent results (Küpper,
Kroupa, Baumgardt & Heggie, in preparation) show that
for computations of internal quantities it is more appropri-
ate to use the apogalactic tidal radius or the mean tidal
radius mentioned in Sec. 2.5.

While the strength of these dips in the mass curve do
not reflect permanent escape, they do indicate what frac-

c! 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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A quite realistic cluster orbit with eccentricity of 0.5
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For eccentric cluster orbits the structure of tidal tails 
is linked to mean ,edge‘ radius & orbital phase

 Küpper et al. (2010)



Clusters on eccentric orbits show ,edge‘ which 
evolves only slowly with time

 Küpper et al. (2010)



Why do we see long tidal tails of only a few globular 
clusters, shouldn‘t they all have extended tails?

How do they form?

How do they evolve with time?

So, how can we find them?

X

The orbital phase has strong influence on the 

surface density and the appearance of the tails
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The orbital phase has strong influence on the 
surface density and the appearance of the tails
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The orbital phase has strong influence on the 
surface density and the appearance of the tails
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We see the tidal tails of Palomar 5 because it is 
close to apogalacticon

 Odenkirchen et al. (2003)

the existence of tidal debris in this way, and results of
theoretical studies are also frequently presented in this form
(e.g., Johnston et al. 1999b, 2002).

We derived the radial profile of the cluster and the two
tails through weighted number counts in sectors of con-
centric rings. Out to r = 150 we divided each ring into its
northern and southern half. At larger radii we used progres-
sively narrower sectors to bracket the tails and to minimize
the influence of the field but referred the (background
corrected) counts to the full area of the corresponding half-
ring. This yields the profiles shown in Figure 5. For compar-
ison we also show an analogous profile obtained in two
cones away from the tidal tails, that is, at position angles
100! " 35! and 280! " 35!.

It is clearly visible that the tidal debris is distinguished
from the cluster by a characteristic break in the slope of the
logarithmically plotted radial profile. Outside the cluster’s
core region, that is, at radii r > 30, the surface density first
decreases steeply as a power law r! with exponent ! = #3.
Between 150 and 200 there is a transition region where the
profile becomes less steep, and from 200 outward the decline
of the density is similar to a power law with an exponent in
the range #1.5 < ! < #1.2. The comparison profile, which
has been measured perpendicularly to the tails and should
thus not be a!ected by tidal debris, shows the same r#3

power-law decline between 30 and 100 but falls o! more
steeply at r > 100. This shows that perpendicular to the tails,
the cluster has a well-defined radial limit. A fit of a King
profile to these counts suggests a limiting (or tidal) radius of
approximately 160 (see Paper II). This is near the radius
where the overall radial profile shows the break. By compar-
ing the di!erent radial profiles, the tidal perturbation of the
cluster is noticeable from about r = 120 outward.

To determine the power-law exponent for the outer part
of the radial profile, we made a weighted least-squares fit to

the data points at r $ 200. For the southern (leading) tail,
this fit yields ! = #1.25 " 0.06. For the northern (trailing)
tail, the use of all data points results in a poor fit with
! = #1.36.When leaving out the three most discrepant data
points, which describe the strong local density maximum in
the range 1400 < r < 2200, we obtain an acceptable fit and
! = #1.46 " 0.06. The overall decline of the radial surface
density profile of the northern (trailing) tail is thus some-
what steeper than for the southern (leading) tail. For both
tails we find power-law exponents ! < #1, which means
that the decline is steeper than it would be for a stream of
constant linear density (having a radial profile/r#1 because
the area of the averaging annuli increases proportional to r).
This confirms that the linear density of the stream is decreas-
ing with angular distance from the cluster as stated in x 4.2.
On the other hand, it also reveals that the decrease in linear
density is distinctly less steep than 1/r, because we find
! $ #1.5.

4.4. Distances

It is important to recall that our mapping of the tidal
debris is built on the assumption that the debris is located at
the same heliocentric distance as the cluster (at least within
the limits of the photometric accuracy and the natural
photometric dispersions). For the immediate vicinity of the
cluster, this necessarily holds true. With increasing angular
distance from the cluster the heliocentric distances might
however increasingly deviate, depending on how much the
tidal stream is inclined against the plane of the sky. If, for
example, this inclination were $50!, the distances should
di!er by $10% over an angle of 5!, resulting in shifts of
"0.2 mag or more in apparent magnitude. One might
suspect that shifts of this size, if real, could a!ect our mea-
surements of the stellar surface density along the tails. On
the other hand, if such shifts in apparent magnitude were
detectable, this would also provide interesting constraints
on the extent of the tidal debris and the cluster’s orbit in the
third dimension.

Unfortunately, the stars that we have access to in the tails
are not well suited to use as precise distance indicators. In
order to measure small distance e!ects, we would ideally
need stars with characteristic luminosities, such as horizon-
tal-branch (HB) stars. These are not very numerous, even in
the main body of the cluster (%30 HB candidates within 120

of the center, including variables) and occur mostly on the
red side of the HB. In the tails an occasional red HB star
from Pal 5 would (in the absence of kinematic information)
be indistinguishable from Galactic field stars. The subgiant
branch is also not su"ciently well populated to allow such
cluster members to be recognized on a purely statistical
basis. Therefore, one has to rely on stars near and below the
main-sequence turno!, whose luminosities cover a wider
range. Even for stars of this type one needs to integrate over
a substantial part of the tails in order to be able to identify
their location in the C-M plane. Therefore, distance varia-
tions can only be investigated at low angular resolution.

In Figure 6, we present Hess diagrams for the outer parts
of the two tails, obtained by sampling stars in two 180 wide
bands (approximately the FWHM of the tails; see x 6.1)
along the ridgelines of the tails. Figure 6a shows the inte-
grated C-M distribution in the northern (trailing) tail
between 3=5 and 5=6 from the center of Pal 5, while Figure
6b shows the same for the southern (leading) tail from 1=5 to

Fig. 5.—Radial profile of the surface density ! of stars in Pal 5 and its
two tails (i.e., azimuthally averaged surface densities) from weighted
number counts in annuli and annular sectors centered on the cluster (for
details, see text). For comparison, the open triangles show the radial density
profile in two cones at position angles 100! and 280! where the contribution
by extratidal stars is negligible (data points shifted by #0.5 in log !). The
short-dashed straight lines indicate the slope of power laws with exponents
#3.0 and#1.5.
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Fig. 2.—Projected spatial distribution of the photometric cluster member candidates selected with the method described in § 2. Left: Individual star positions.
Right: Contours of the surface density derived by an adaptive kernel estimation. The contour levels are 0.19, 0.21, 0.24, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0
stars arcmin!2. The background has a mean of 0.13 stars arcmin!2.

of stars in a circle of radius 12! around the cluster centern (k)c

and the number of stars at more than 2! angular distancen (k)f

from the cluster center were counted in a color-magnitude box
of width 0.09 mag in and 0.35 mag in centered on that!c i1

point. With representing the number of cluster stars plusnc
underlying field stars, the number of field stars, and q thenf
ratio of the areas on which and have been sampled, s wasn nf c

calculated as given by equation (2):

!1n (k)! q n (k)c f
s(k) p , (2)

!2!n (k)" q n (k)c f

The size of the color-magnitude boxes and the overlap be-
tween boxes around neighboring grid points assure us that s is
a sufficiently smooth function. From s, one obtains a filtering
mask in the -plane by setting a threshold and!(c , i ) s ! s1 lim max

by isolating the region in the grid (around the maximum of s)
with . In order to find the most appropriate mask, wes " s lim
went through a series of gradually decreasing thresholds,
counted for each threshold the cumulative number of stars in
the corresponding mask in the area of the cluster’s tails ( )Nt

and in the outer field ( ), and determined from these numbersNf

the cumulative signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the expected true
number of cluster stars in the area of the tails (eq. [3]):

!1N ! w Nt f
S/N p . (3)

!2!N " w Nt f

The filtering mask was then chosen such that the S/N reaches
a maximum. As shown in Figure 1 (second panel from left),
this mask cuts out the zone from the bottom of the subgiant
branch to the main-sequence turnoff and further down the main
sequence to mag. In the range , the! !i p 22.0 19.5 # i # 21.5
width of the mask approximately coincides with the 2 j limits
for the dispersion of cluster stars in as derived from thec1
median values of the estimated photometric errors. The two
panels on the right in Figure 1 give an example of the detection
of cluster member candidates outside the cluster using the filter
mask in the area of the cluster’s tails and in the area of the
outer field.
The spatial configuration of the complete sample of member

candidates obtained by the photometric filtering process is
shown in Figure 2 (left panel). In the final step of data pro-

cessing, the distribution of individual star positions was trans-
formed into a smooth surface density function by means of an
adaptive kernel estimation (Silverman 1986). A standard par-
abolic kernel was used, with the kernel radius set to the angular
distance of the 70th nearest neighbor of each star. This yields
the surface density distribution shown in the contour plot of
Figure 2 (right panel).

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Characteristics of the Tails

Figure 2 shows that the density enhancements of point
sources around the cluster form two spectacular tails that
emerge from the cluster in northern and southern directions
and turn over to the northeast and the southwest, respectively,
at angular distances of $0!.2 (80 pc in projected linear distance)
from the cluster center. The tails stretch out almost symmet-
rically to both sides and exhibit clumps at a distance of $0!.8,
i.e., 320 pc from the cluster. In total, the tails are visible along
an arc of 2!.6. A weaker clump at the southern edge of the
current field suggests that the tails might in fact continue to
even larger distances.
In the two big clumps, the surface density of stars that fall

inside our color-magnitude filter is about 2.3 times as high as
in the surrounding field. Summing up the number of stars above
background in the region of the tails and comparing them with
the stars within a circle of radius around the cluster%r ! 12
center, we find that within our color-magnitude window, the
tails contain $0.48 times the number of stars in the cluster. In
other words, the tails comprise $32% of the currently detected
total population of cluster stars at and below the main-sequence
turnoff. This is a rough (but conservative) estimate because the
object is seen in a non–face-on projection that does not reveal
a clear border between cluster and tail. Nonetheless, it gives
impressive evidence for heavy mass loss, confirming conjec-
tures drawn from the low mass and low concentration of the
cluster.
The structure of the observed tails follows the principal ex-

pectations for tidal tails and closely agrees with the results of
recent N-body simulations of globular cluster tides (Combes,
Leon, & Meylan 1999). Basically, cluster members drift to the
outer part of the cluster after acceleration in disk or bulge
shocks and leave the cluster in the vicinity of the (Lagrangian)
points of force balance between the cluster and the tidal field,
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We do not see tidal tails of Omega Cen because it is 
close to perigalacticon

S. Leon et al.: Tidal tails around globular clusters 921
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Fig. 14a–c. NGC 5139! ! Centauri. a: Surface density plot displaying tidal tails (in Log) around NGC 5139. The different arrows indicate the
directions of the cluster proper motion (dotted arrow), of the galactic center (dashed arrow), and of the direction perpendicular to the galactic

plane (solid arrow). The dashed circle centered on the cluster indicates its tidal radius. The horizontal double arrow stands for 100 pc. b: IRAS

100-µm chart overlaid with the above tidal-tail surface density contours. c: Radial surface density profile with the power-law fit to our data in

the external parts, while the inner surface density profile comes from the data (diamond) by Trager et al. (1995), shifted vertically to fit our star

count data. The vertical arrow indicates the tidal radius.

4.9. NGC 5272 ! M3

NGC 5272 is a globular cluster located at a distance of 9.7 kpc

from the sun, with its horizontal branch (HB) at V = 15.65 mag.

It has a tidal radius of about 105 pc and a concentration c =
log (rt/rc) = 1.85. The cluster is near the edge of the plate,

preventing the study of its Eastern side (see Fig. 15). The field

is polluted only by 2 small galaxy clusters, viz. Abell 1781

and Abell 1769, the former being detected only at 2.5-! level.
Unfortunately, a defect on the plate E131 (POSS) have blurred

the extra-galactic object detection (peak at x = 120, y = –20).

Weemphasize that point-source detectionwithSExtractor is less

affected by this defect. There is no anticorrelation at all between

the tidal tails and the dust emission, as we checked with the

IRAS 100-µm map, which is at a low level (E(B " V ) = 0.01).
The extension at (x = –30, y = –50), towards the galactic center

(dashed arrow), is the more reliable. Thus from the low value of

the slope Q3
1 = –0.35, we can infer that the field pollution bias

must be quite strong, providing a rather constant radial surface

density. The comparison with the data from Trager et al. (1995),

which obtained star-count values smaller than our data near the

tidal radius, confirms this point. The long relaxation time of

NGC 5272, viz. trh = 7.3 # 109 yr, implies that the mass

segregation should not affect strongly the mass function of the

unbound stars. Gunn&Griffin (1979) found someweak rotation
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Fig. 14a–c. NGC 5139! ! Centauri. a: Surface density plot displaying tidal tails (in Log) around NGC 5139. The different arrows indicate the
directions of the cluster proper motion (dotted arrow), of the galactic center (dashed arrow), and of the direction perpendicular to the galactic

plane (solid arrow). The dashed circle centered on the cluster indicates its tidal radius. The horizontal double arrow stands for 100 pc. b: IRAS

100-µm chart overlaid with the above tidal-tail surface density contours. c: Radial surface density profile with the power-law fit to our data in

the external parts, while the inner surface density profile comes from the data (diamond) by Trager et al. (1995), shifted vertically to fit our star

count data. The vertical arrow indicates the tidal radius.

4.9. NGC 5272 ! M3

NGC 5272 is a globular cluster located at a distance of 9.7 kpc

from the sun, with its horizontal branch (HB) at V = 15.65 mag.

It has a tidal radius of about 105 pc and a concentration c =
log (rt/rc) = 1.85. The cluster is near the edge of the plate,

preventing the study of its Eastern side (see Fig. 15). The field

is polluted only by 2 small galaxy clusters, viz. Abell 1781

and Abell 1769, the former being detected only at 2.5-! level.
Unfortunately, a defect on the plate E131 (POSS) have blurred

the extra-galactic object detection (peak at x = 120, y = –20).

Weemphasize that point-source detectionwithSExtractor is less

affected by this defect. There is no anticorrelation at all between

the tidal tails and the dust emission, as we checked with the

IRAS 100-µm map, which is at a low level (E(B " V ) = 0.01).
The extension at (x = –30, y = –50), towards the galactic center

(dashed arrow), is the more reliable. Thus from the low value of

the slope Q3
1 = –0.35, we can infer that the field pollution bias

must be quite strong, providing a rather constant radial surface

density. The comparison with the data from Trager et al. (1995),

which obtained star-count values smaller than our data near the

tidal radius, confirms this point. The long relaxation time of

NGC 5272, viz. trh = 7.3 # 109 yr, implies that the mass

segregation should not affect strongly the mass function of the

unbound stars. Gunn&Griffin (1979) found someweak rotation
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The appearance of tidal tails and of the outer cluster 
profile depends significantly on the orbital phase

• Tidal tails exhibit dynamical substructure, even for eccentric cluster orbits

• Visibility of tidal tails depends mainly on orbital phase

• Inner surface density profile does not change during one orbital period

• Slope of outer surface density profile is a good indicator for orbital phase 



Numerical simulations of Palomar 5 yield similar 
structure of tidal tails as observations
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Fig. 2.—Projected spatial distribution of the photometric cluster member candidates selected with the method described in § 2. Left: Individual star positions.
Right: Contours of the surface density derived by an adaptive kernel estimation. The contour levels are 0.19, 0.21, 0.24, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0
stars arcmin!2. The background has a mean of 0.13 stars arcmin!2.

of stars in a circle of radius 12! around the cluster centern (k)c

and the number of stars at more than 2! angular distancen (k)f

from the cluster center were counted in a color-magnitude box
of width 0.09 mag in and 0.35 mag in centered on that!c i1

point. With representing the number of cluster stars plusnc
underlying field stars, the number of field stars, and q thenf
ratio of the areas on which and have been sampled, s wasn nf c

calculated as given by equation (2):

!1n (k)! q n (k)c f
s(k) p , (2)

!2!n (k)" q n (k)c f

The size of the color-magnitude boxes and the overlap be-
tween boxes around neighboring grid points assure us that s is
a sufficiently smooth function. From s, one obtains a filtering
mask in the -plane by setting a threshold and!(c , i ) s ! s1 lim max

by isolating the region in the grid (around the maximum of s)
with . In order to find the most appropriate mask, wes " s lim
went through a series of gradually decreasing thresholds,
counted for each threshold the cumulative number of stars in
the corresponding mask in the area of the cluster’s tails ( )Nt

and in the outer field ( ), and determined from these numbersNf

the cumulative signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the expected true
number of cluster stars in the area of the tails (eq. [3]):

!1N ! w Nt f
S/N p . (3)

!2!N " w Nt f

The filtering mask was then chosen such that the S/N reaches
a maximum. As shown in Figure 1 (second panel from left),
this mask cuts out the zone from the bottom of the subgiant
branch to the main-sequence turnoff and further down the main
sequence to mag. In the range , the! !i p 22.0 19.5 # i # 21.5
width of the mask approximately coincides with the 2 j limits
for the dispersion of cluster stars in as derived from thec1
median values of the estimated photometric errors. The two
panels on the right in Figure 1 give an example of the detection
of cluster member candidates outside the cluster using the filter
mask in the area of the cluster’s tails and in the area of the
outer field.
The spatial configuration of the complete sample of member

candidates obtained by the photometric filtering process is
shown in Figure 2 (left panel). In the final step of data pro-

cessing, the distribution of individual star positions was trans-
formed into a smooth surface density function by means of an
adaptive kernel estimation (Silverman 1986). A standard par-
abolic kernel was used, with the kernel radius set to the angular
distance of the 70th nearest neighbor of each star. This yields
the surface density distribution shown in the contour plot of
Figure 2 (right panel).

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Characteristics of the Tails

Figure 2 shows that the density enhancements of point
sources around the cluster form two spectacular tails that
emerge from the cluster in northern and southern directions
and turn over to the northeast and the southwest, respectively,
at angular distances of $0!.2 (80 pc in projected linear distance)
from the cluster center. The tails stretch out almost symmet-
rically to both sides and exhibit clumps at a distance of $0!.8,
i.e., 320 pc from the cluster. In total, the tails are visible along
an arc of 2!.6. A weaker clump at the southern edge of the
current field suggests that the tails might in fact continue to
even larger distances.
In the two big clumps, the surface density of stars that fall

inside our color-magnitude filter is about 2.3 times as high as
in the surrounding field. Summing up the number of stars above
background in the region of the tails and comparing them with
the stars within a circle of radius around the cluster%r ! 12
center, we find that within our color-magnitude window, the
tails contain $0.48 times the number of stars in the cluster. In
other words, the tails comprise $32% of the currently detected
total population of cluster stars at and below the main-sequence
turnoff. This is a rough (but conservative) estimate because the
object is seen in a non–face-on projection that does not reveal
a clear border between cluster and tail. Nonetheless, it gives
impressive evidence for heavy mass loss, confirming conjec-
tures drawn from the low mass and low concentration of the
cluster.
The structure of the observed tails follows the principal ex-

pectations for tidal tails and closely agrees with the results of
recent N-body simulations of globular cluster tides (Combes,
Leon, & Meylan 1999). Basically, cluster members drift to the
outer part of the cluster after acceleration in disk or bulge
shocks and leave the cluster in the vicinity of the (Lagrangian)
points of force balance between the cluster and the tidal field,
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